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kil tlaats ‘gaa, President of the Haida nation speaking at the Solidarity Rally in Vancouver on October 1st.
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Kwaanaa posing around.

A perfect tuft
By Graham Richard

X̱aad Kil: Kwaanaa
X̱aayda Kil: Kuuxan
English: Tufted Puffin
Latin: Fratercula cirrhata
A distinctive orange beak, stuffed with
gleaming fish breaks from a cascading wild
wave. With a quick sprint on the water and a
furious beating of wings, Kwaanaa lifts high
into the air and returns to her nest, tucked
into a cozy cliff-crack of Duu Guusd the west
coast of Haida Gwaii.
Kuuxan are most famous for their bright,
eye-catching markings and every summer
they grow yellow tufts of feathers on their
heads, their feet turn bright orange and their
faces become pure white. When brightly
adorned, they’re ready to perform courtship
dances to attract a mate, which usually
becomes a life-long companion.
Kuuxan then lays a single egg in June
with both adults working together to
incubate it. Kwaanaa use their rough tongues
and spiny palates to hold big mouthfuls of
up to twelve small fish. This unique ability
allows them to feed their chicks large
portions of fresh fish.
2

In the winter, as they depart Duu Guusd
for the open ocean, their tufts moult away and
their feathers and feet turn black and darkgrey again. Unlike adults, juveniles don’t
change colour until they mature, maintaining
’formal’ attire year-round – black and grey.
That’s why they can easily be mistaken for
Hlagwaats’ii Rhinoceros auklet. In fact, for
a while, scientists were so convinced that
juvenile kuuxan were a separate species
that they even named them Sagmatorrhina
lathami, or Latham’s saddle-billed auk.
According to a Haida K’aygangaa
ancestral stories, Sgaana Kuuxan Anjuugings
Supernatural-puffin-on-the-water was one
of the ten brothers that Tll ’Laa Jad Fine
Weather Woman sent to the expert carver
Sdaang Gwaay Moresby Islet. There, Sdaang
Gwaay painted him and his brothers, and
dressed them with dancing hats, dancing
skirts, and puffin-beak rattles.
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How to argue a case

The Haida nation’s legal team, Terri-Lynn Williams-Davidson, Michael Jackson, David
Patterson and Elizabeth Bulbrook, presented the nation’s arguments October 1 at the Federal
Court of Appeal, challenging the approval of the Enbridge pipeline project. The Haida team
was part of thirteen applicants seeking to have the federal government’s approval of the
project overturned.
Ms Williams-Davidson walked the three judges through the nation’s argument, which was
based on agreements made with Canada and BC in the spirit of reconciliation. These included
the Gwaii Haanas, Kunstaa Guu–Kunstaayah and SGaan Kinghlas agreements:
1. Ms Williams-Davidson spoke to: How the agreements demonstrate an institutional
expression and context of the distinctive Haida perspective on Haida Title and
Rights, and their reconciliation with the Crown’s asserted sovereignty. And, how the
agreements provide more substance to the crown’s duty to consult the Haida nation.
2. Review how the agreements have been viewed by the courts and show that this is
consistent with the courts interpretive lens for aboriginal agreements. A ruling delivered
this past August adds another piece to the growing list of case law supporting First
Nations interpretation and assertions in Canadian courts. (Long Plain First Nation –
ruling delivered August 14, 2015)
3. Address Canada’s argument which is designed to minimize and marginalize the
relevance and significance of the Haida agreements. An argument, Ms WilliamsDavidson said is inconsistent and would undermine the three-fold objectives and
obligations identified by the federal court in Long Plain. These are: honourable conduct,
reconciliation and fair dealing with aboriginal people.
4. The fourth argument described what a legally sufficient consultation process would
look like in the context of the Haida agreements if those agreements were adhered to,
rather than being dismissed as having no bearing on the hearing process, which is what
Canada and Enbridge are inferring.
The main sixth-floor courtroom at the Pacific Centre was filled to capacity with lawyers with
room only for a few special guests. The overflow room was also packed with over 100 people
watching a video feed of the main courtroom with another room being opened to accommodate
the growing crowd.
The presentations by the allied First Nations, non-governmental organizations and Unifor ran
for three days with Canada, Enbridge and others the following three days. A ruling may come
down before the end of the year, but it is expected in the first quarter of 2016.
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kil tlaats ‘gaa Peter Lantin, President of the Haida Nation with the nation’s legal team.
L-R: Elizabeth Bulbrook, Michael Jackson, David Patterson and Lalaxaaygans Terri-Lynn Williams-Davidson.

Stone cold
cool

This July, Gwaii Haanas offered up yet
another Haida ancestral object from one of its
many rich archaeological sites.
Guusdagun Mary Hart found a stone bowl
under a tree-well while working with a crew
studying the ecology of the area. The heavy
granite dish weighs 6.5 lbs, is 20 inches in
diameter, 6 inches across and 4 inches tall.
Such bowls were created by chipping away
with even harder stone and then grinding and
smoothing the inner surface with coarse stone.
According to historian Captain Gold, stone
bowls were likely multi-functional, given the
long laborious hours required to create one.
They were used to prepare medicine, grind
food, pigments for paint and eat meals from.
“You’re making an impact with another
rock. That’s how you work your way through
stone,” explained Captain Gold. “I did that
myself and used iron chisels. Even that took a
long time. They used extremely hard stuff.”
The amount of labour required to make
this type of bowl may also account for their
rarity and likely means that such objects were
reserved for those of high-rank and passed
down through generations.
The public will be able to see the bowl in
the near future at the Haida Gwaii Museum
at Kay Llnagaay, where it will reside in
open storage.
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Winding metal & stone pieces
Gala museum event showcases local artists.
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A team of dedicated volunteers treated guests
to an evening of great music, delicious food,
and laughter at the Second Annual Haida
Gwaii Museum Gala at Kay Llnagaay on
September 26.
The volunteers auctioned off fifty-four
artworks and sold fifty-one tickets. The
auction raised $7,440, half of which will go
directly to the artists who contributed.
The art, all based on a canvas measuring
4” x 4”, carried a wide variety of techniques
and mediums, from the winding metal and
stone pieces by Jennie Ayotte to the fine
pointillism of Kim Laroque.
Photo: Haida Laas

“Taan” by Yagahixs Shawn Edenshaw.

“tipiskanohk wapikwaniw Flowers in Darkness”
by Tanisha Salomon

“K’yan k’uustan k’inhlgahl” by Raven LeBlanc.
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“Nudibranch” by Sheila Karrow.

“Catwish” by Alex Rinfret.
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Council of the Haida Nation

Summer Session 2015
A blustery wind carries the scent of
autumn rain on fallen alder leaves and
signals that a busy summer season is
closing. Just before settling in for the Fall,
citizens gathered at the Howard Phillips
Community Hall in Gaaw and after such
a busy summer, there was a lot to discuss
this September 16-17.

Reconciliation with Canada
In June the Council of the Haida Nation
met again with the Government of Canada
to discuss the reconciliation of Haida and
Crown title. Over the last few years of talks,
Canada has had representatives sitting at
the table, but they have been there with
no mandate to negotiate. This, in addition
to Canada’s inability to affirm and fulfill
the commitments it has already made in
the Gwaii Haanas Marine and the SGaan
Kinghlas/Bowie Seamount Agreements, has
raised questions in Gaaw and HlGaagilda
about Canada’s commitment to the
reconciliation process. This June, CHN
hoped to address this issue, but the parties
were not able to agree on a framework by
which to negotiate. Since then, letters have
been exchanged ‘with prejudice’ outlining
each parties’ position. Labeling Letters
‘with prejudice’ means that their contents
can be used as evidence in court; labeling
letters ‘without prejudice’ means that their
contents cannot be used as evidence. Up to
now, correspondence with Canada has been
‘without prejudice’.

Reconciliation with BC
At the provincial level, the CHN continues
to implement the 2009 Kunst’aa guu
– Kunst’aayah Reconciliation Protocol
Agreement. In 2011, the House of Assembly
resolution titled “Forest Classrooms” directed
the CHN to protect the forests around
the Mount Moresby Adventure Camp at
Mosquito Lake. This past year CHN learned

that a portion of the area had been slated for
logging. With resolution in hand, CHN is
working to protect the area through various
means, which may include a land swap with
the licensee, Teal Jones. CHN forestry crews
are assessing the area in and around the
proposed cut-blocks. It is expected that the
issue will be resolved to the satisfaction of
all parties.
In the K&K protocol agreement, the
Province of BC committed to allocating
80,000 cubic metres of timber to Islands’
communities for a community forest. The
Misty Islands Economic Development
Society, representing Islands’ communities,
approached CHN looking for support and to
hold BC to their promise. CHN is working
with MIEDS to get the community forest up
and running with the license to operate being
issued under CHN’s authority.

Ocean Planning
In 2009, the K&K protocol agreement
outlined sustainable uses of land-resources,
and a similar plan to protect the ocean was
approved by CHN April 2015. The Haida
Gwaii Marine Plan, a collaborative effort
between the Haida nation, the Province of BC
and MaPP is designed to uphold ecological
integrity, sustainable community access,
and Haida Title and Rights. The 163-page
document was created through an exhaustive
3-year consultation with marine experts from
all walks of life.

Policy Committee
The work of the CHN is supported by an
intricate structure of policies, which provide a
framework for all of its operations.
At the 2015 Spring Session the Policy
Committee presented new legislation – a draft
Citizenship Act. CHN has been consulting
with citizens for the past year to address
concerns and consider any possible revisions
prior to adoption at the House of Assembly.
5

Upon adoption the act will become law and
the process to officially register citizens of the
Haida nation will begin.
Moving alongside the citizenship process
has been the Hereditary Clan Trees initiative.
Clan meetings have been ongoing over the
past couple of years, collecting and updating
the information. The trees are nearing
completion coming up to 2016.

Herring
Things haven’t always been so good when
it comes to fisheries management. CHN
successfully protected herring stocks from
fishing this past season when the BC Court of
Appeal agreed that opening the fishery would
cause the stocks irreparable harm.
CHN anticipates that despite widespread
First Nations’ opposition and undeniable
scientific reason, Canada will want to open
the fishery again in 2016.
“The Haida nation has planned for various
scenarios and is prepared to protect herring
stocks,” said President of the Haida Nation
kil tlaats ’gaa Peter Lantin. “Our citizens
have told us they are ready to safeguard our
territory and our way of life. We are working
with our allies, the Heiltsuk and Nuu-ChahNulth nations, and we will defend the herring
stocks so that they can recover and provide
sustenance for everyone in perpetuity”.

Fish
This was the second year that the Haida
Traditional Fishery program operated with
CHN purchasing fish from over 50 Haida
fishers. The program began in 2014 to
support those who gather food for their
families and to help offset their costs of
fishing. The fish purchased by CHN is then
distributed to community causes – CHN
does not resell the fish.
Reporting out continued on page 6...
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Simushir’s Wake

This Spring CHN registered its
commercial crabbing-vessel Lasqueti Fisher
No. 1 in Prince Rupert, renaming it Haida
Spirit. Newly appointed Captain Mitch
Vermeer oversaw repairs in Vancouver and
the Haida Spirit is now in operation.

Last fall the Russian cargo vessel Simushir
lost power and drifted within 5.6 nautical
miles of Haida Gwaii. The 135-metre-long
cargo vessel was in danger of spilling
654 metric tonnes of pollutants. After the
disaster had been narrowly averted, CHN
initiated a follow-up that included meeting
with representatives from the Canadian
Coast Guard, Transport Canada, and the BC
Ministry of Environment.
Following that the post-Simushir
workshop Lessons from the Simushir
examined the issues surrounding the near
miss. The workshop, which concluded on
August 27 brought forward recommendations
that emphasize disaster prevention-strategies,
like policy development to increase the
safe distance of transit offshore from 25 to
50 or 100 nautical miles; the stationing of
heavy-weather rescue tugs in northern BC
and Haida Gwaii; maintaining a west-coast
coordination centre; and planning where
endangered vessels can take refuge when
emergencies occur.
A full report is available online at
<www.haidasimushirevent.com/ >.

Peace Potlatch
As the nation pursues a future where the
ocean’s capacity to thrive and provide is
respected by those who rely on it. CHN is
reaching out to neighbours to establish a
common understanding in pursuit of the
coast-wide sustainability of resources.
A large delegation of citizens travelled
to Waglisla (Bella Bella) to take part in a
potlatch to reaffirm and sign a peace treaty
between the Heiltsuk and Haida nations.
Over 125 years ago, a long-standing oral
agreement was made law through a potlatch
at Waglisla. That agreement brought peace to
the two nations. The 2015 Treaty of Peace,
Respect and Responsibility was drafted by
hereditary leaders and signed on June 29 by
representatives of both nations. The agreement
honours both nations’ common ancestry,
pledges to protect the environment for future
generations, and states that the Heiltsuk support
the Haida nation’s pursuit of title and rights
in Canadian courts. The agreement also
solidifies the working relationship between
the two nations.

Haida Owned and Operated

With a sustainable future in view, CHN is
currently aiming to create a new Destination
Management Organization [DMO] to help
drive and support tourism companies and
groups. CHN met with local, regional, and
provincial players to lay the foundation for
a DMO. Over forty people from all levels of
government and industry attended a forum
September 19. The forum introduced people
to tourism on Haida Gwaii and ways to
enhance the tourism industry here. The new
DMO will support tourism businesses and
develop new tourism products while ensuring
that the lands and waters of Haida Gwaii are
cared for as the industry grows.

Language Learning
Fifteen students are studying for a Haida
Language Certificate at Kay Llnagaay.
This is the second time this course has been
offered and is being taught by fluent Xaayda
Kil speaker Gwaaganad Diane Brown with
assistance from Kihlguula Gaay.ya Severn
6

Haida Film Project
As the new speakers’ skill and knowledge
improves, they may find they have a future in
the film-industry! In July, CHN and its project
partner, the Isuma Film Company, received
$750,000 from the Canadian Media Fund
to produce the feature-length film. This sum
has been matched by an additional $750,000
in provincial and federal tax credits. With
CHN’s contribution of $200,000 the budget
for the film is now a cool $1.7M.
Helen Haig-Brown and Gwaai Edenshaw
will direct the movie, which is based on an
original 72-page script written by Gwaai
Edenshaw, Jaalen Edenshaw, Graham
Richard and Leonie Sandercock. The script is
now being translated into Gaaw Xaad Kil and
HlGaagilda Xaayda Kil.
The Isuma Film Company crew recently
visited the Islands to scout locations and
discuss their role in the film’s production.
Among the crew was Zachary Kunuk,
director of the famous Inuit film Atanarjuat:
the Fast Runner.

Tyson Brown

The success of this year’s Haida Owned
and Operated program has led the province
and Tricorp to provide another three
years of funding. With access to strong
training and mentorship, Haida citizens can
master the skills they will need to build a
successful business.
Many of the program’s first year graduates
have since gone on to own and operate their
own ventures. Graduate Patrick Shannon
opened the business Xaayda Hub located
in HlGaagilda and then went on to win
the Young Entrepreneur Award from BC
Aboriginal Business.
Anyone interested in the program can
apply by downloading an application from
<haidaownedandoperated.ca>.

Tourism

Suzuki. The program is organized through
the Skidegate Band Council and students
will graduate with certification from the
University of Northern BC.
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LNG LEO is a 286 metre liquified natural gas tanker. The domes hold liquified gas which is kept refrigerated at -160 degrees Celsius.

LNG: Here today gone tomorrow
Breaking the cycle of boom-and-bust
In the lead up to BC’s May 14, 2013
provincial election, the Ministry of Energy
and Mines sought to bolster support for BC’s
Liquified Natural Gas (LNG) industry with
the promise of 100,000 jobs.
Marc Lee, an economist with the
Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives
refutes this claim. By examining Australia’s
LNG industry and the estimates of LNG
companies themselves, Mr Lee shows that
each plant will likely only support about
3,000 jobs during construction and 200-300
permanent jobs once operational. This leads
Mr Lee to believe the 100,000-job prediction
may qualify as “optimistic” given the
overestimation is by at least 650%.
In an interview with Haida Laas, Mr Lee
explained that BC’s promises are buoyed by
dubious assumptions and may succumb to a
leaky methodology.

To start, BC assumes that five LNG
plants will be constructed, even though no
companies have confirmed a final investment
decision. As prices for fracked gas take a
downturn, LNG plant construction grows
more risky. Mr Lee explains that the pricedrop comes from both lowered demand and
increased supply.
After the Fukushima disaster, Japan and
South Korea shut down their nuclear reactors
and made up for the energy loss with LNG
and coal. Now, as their reactors begin to come
back online demand for LNG is falling in
those countries
Meanwhile Russia and Australia have
amped up LNG production increasing
supply. Australia’s current supply of 62.8
billion cubic metres is predicted to increase
to 150 billion by 2018, and this June, China
began construction of the Power of Siberia
7

Pipeline to fulfill Russia’s contractual
obligation to supply 38-billion-cubic-metres
of LNG annually.
Russian and Chinese suppliers also have
production and shipping advantages over BC.
While the cost of labour in these countries
is lower, the biggest saving for foreign
competitors is in transportation. In BC, each
LNG plant will cost 10-20 billion dollars
to build. Then, to turn the fracked gas into
a liquid, it must be cooled to minus 162
degrees Celsius in what are essentially
massive refrigerators and then shipped
to reach market. Russian and Chinese
suppliers will be using pipelines and thus
undercut competitors.
These and other factors have driven the
price for LNG downwards, resulting in a
60% price-drop since 2014. If low prices
LNG continued on page 8...
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“Put all one’s eggs in one basket”

Fig. to make everything dependent on only one thing; to
place all one’s resources in one place, account, etc. (If the
basket is dropped, all is lost.) Don’t invest all your money
in one company. Never put all your eggs in one basket.
McGraw Hill Dictionary of American Idioms

“Most of the work is in the building
of the facility itself,” Mr Lee elaborated.
“To build a giant refrigerator, you need
thousands of workers, but it’s only for two
or three years. So, are they going to train up
thousands of local people to do this work?
No – they’re going to bring in the people
they need and then they will move onto
another project.”
As many small towns in BC have
experienced, hosting a large population
of temporary workers often results in
increased policing requirements, scarcer
housing and higher substance use and
abuse. This pattern is visible throughout
BC’s boom-and-bust history, starting with
the fur trade over 200 years ago.
In addition to the cut-and-run mentality,
which is similar to what small communities
experienced with the forest industry, LNG
also comes with long-term environmental
costs. Eighty-five per cent of gas produced in
BC is ‘fracked’ gas. To extract fracked gas,
contractors often drill two or three kilometres
into the earth to inject water, sand, and
toxic chemicals. This practice has poisoned
water supplies around the world. As Mr Lee
summarized, “We could lay waste to the
north-east of the province getting fracked
gas so we can ship it to Asia at a loss or
essentially no benefit”.
Without considering these factors inputoutput models are unsophisticated, but they
excel at telling the story the modeler wishes.
Mr Lee summed up his case. “Through a
series of exaggerations, and using a model
to create overly-optimistic forecasts that
are useful for political ends, [the province]
deliberately created a really big number that
8

gave them a headline that they could run into
the [2013] election with. So they are using
taxpayer money to create a model that serves
partisan political purposes. It was all done in
the three weeks before the throne speech in
2013, leading right up to the election. So that
essentially became their election platform”.
“So what are the costs, and what are the
benefits?” he said. “The benefits are the jobs
and the revenues you get to use for public
purposes. In both those cases there is very
little to speak of whatsoever. The cost is the
environmental impact of fracking and the
local impact of having these big terminals.
Just to maintain shipping lanes, with several
hundred big tankers a year, will disrupt
fisheries, tourism, and other opportunities.
When you look at it on balance, the only
people that win are the companies who are
involved in it. [ … ] We know a lot about
the economy that we want to build, so lets
build it! There are lots of jobs to be had in
building a truly green economy. Per millions
of dollars invested, you get way more jobs
doing [green] projects than doing oil and gas
projects, which are so capital intensive.”

Alfred Davidson

persist driving more fracking contractors
to bankruptcy, the provincial government
might be scrambling to patch the cracks in
the bedrock of its economic plan.
Despite this uncertainty, using the inputoutput model and the numbers BC Stats had
already prepared the province’s ‘consultant’
concluded the LNG industry would create
more than 100,000 jobs. This number
includes ‘indirect’ and ‘induced’ jobs they
say – 28,000 during construction and 72,800
once operational. ‘Indirect’ jobs are created
within supplier industries, like hardware
stores and fracking contractors. ‘Induced’
jobs come from workers spending their
earnings buying a daily muffin and coffee or
hiring a divorce lawyer.
The CCPA is skeptical about BC Stats’
input-output model, as it depends on many
assumptions and is open to manipulation.
“Often when there’s a project a
government wants to justify, they’ll get an
input-output model,” Mr Lee explained.
“[say for] the Olympics, they generate a
model that says they will create all these
thousands of jobs – and yes, it does have an
economic impact, but it’s grossly overstated
by the model. So it’s really an abuse of the
model for political purposes.”
In this particular case the absence of
any LNG export industry in BC can make
outcomes even more uncertain. The model
assumes that multinationals will employ
the local workforce when the real world
demonstrates that employers give a large
portion of jobs to specialized fly-in flyout workers. These workers may come
from outside of the province, or from
other countries.
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The Xaad Kil crew prepares to set out for Duu Guusd. L-R: Jaalen Edenshaw, Gulkiihlgad Dr Marianne Ignace, Hlgawangdlii Skilaa Lawrence Bell and K’aayhltla Xuhl Rhonda Bell.

ROUGH WAVES and
REMEMBERED NAMES
By Graham Richard

This August 11 a Haida-language team set forth from Gaaw to survey the north and west coasts
of Haida Gwaii. Guided by elders’ teachings, the Haida language, historical records, and century
– old maps, they learned and confirmed a selection of the ancestral place names that cover Haida
Gwaii. Haida speaker Hlgawangdlii Skilaa Lawrence Bell and language consultant K’aayhltla Xuhl
Rhonda Bell joined linguistics professor Gulkiihlgad Dr Marianne Ignace and language learner
Jaalen Edenshaw aboard the vessel, Highlander under the command of skipper Meredith Adams.

Day 1 - Sáng’áay SGwáansang –
Tiiaan to K’yuusda
As we round K’waayandaas Kun Cape Knox,
the vast Pacific Ocean opens before us and
begins to swell and chop.
“You had to be tough to live on the west
coast,” says Hlgawangdlii Skilaa as the
crowded waves shoulder the boat back and
forth. Haida Gwaii stands on the edge of cliffs
two kilometres high, which plummet into the

ocean depths below connecting to expansive
underwater plains that stretch on and on until
they reach Kamchatka Krai. Across the top of
this ocean, winds combine with currents and
tides creating waves that reach over 25 metres
high and lumber along through gales that gust
to 118 kilometres per hour.
Duu Guusd the west coast of Haida Gwaii
is a tough and dynamic environment, and
after a long time travelling south, the thick,
9

chilly mist lifts a little and then gives way
to heavy showers. The mountain ranges of
Haida Gwaii fade in and out of view through
curtains of rain. Their very existence seems to
depend on the whim of the clouds.
Some hours later, about 25 nautical
miles south of K’waayandaas Kun, we pass
between the shadows of Ts’al Yáalaas and
Sk’aa, two large rocky reefs, and turn towards
our first stop, the village of Tiiaan.
“Oh, someone should dance for our
arrival,” quips Hlgawangdlii Skilaa with
understated and veiled humour. He steps
down onto the pebbly beach and clambers
over a gnarled overhang of giant hemlock
Language trip continued on page 10...
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cleared long ago to land canoes safely. We
climb up to the cozy longhouse where Haida
Watchmen Kihl Kwyaas Blake Williams and
Sguunaman Matthew Brown greet us.
The two watchmen have spent many
summers caring for K’yuusda, and take us

western edge of the village, one family’s
crests are vividly depicted. At over one
hundred years old, the three gin gy’aa.angs
roots to reach the village site above. “It’s a
stand strong in a line together.
little more than hlkyaansii bushy” he said
slyly while biting into a salmon-sandwich.
Walking still further west, past K’yuusda’s
edge, we pass mysterious petroglyphs carved
‘Tiiaan’ is a name derived from Tlingit,
in stone that mark the way to the
meaning ‘Yellow-cedar bark village’.
village of Yaakw. This village also
Many stories from this village are
derives its name from a Tlingit word,
well remembered. As the wind
meaning ‘canoe’. Here the village’s
whisks through dripping bunch grass,
gin gy’aa.angs are returning to the soil.
Jaalen, Gulkiihlgad, and the rest of
A Hawk pole now lays face down,
our team search for features noted
nuzzling the earth. Without touching it,
in these historical records – like a
Jaalen tucks himself beneath it to glean
healing pool, da’áay house pits, and
what knowledge he can from its fading
fallen gin gy’aa.angs monumental
memory. The young carver, fashions
poles. As we compare the old stories
poles like this, and is careful to study
to what we see around us, we learn
every old carving that he can.
not only the names of this place, but
also the history of those name and
As the day’s last light grows tired,
their relationship with Haida Gwaii.
we lapse into silence and saunter back
Our language – Xaad Kil. Xaad Kil
towards the longhouse at K’yuusda.
– and the place we know as Haida
Among the hemlocks and pines,
Gwaii have travelled through time
memories of Haida ancestors seem
together and each enriches the other.
more vivid in the dark. Ahead of us
the warm lights of the longhouse
Learning and investigation,
glow invitingly. The crew seems
characterizes the three days that
relieved that darkness has ended the
follow. As we explore the coast,
day’s travels and are happy to find
we stop at landmarks that elders
that the Watchmen have thoughtfully
and anthropological records have
prepared hot tea and soup. But instead
described. So many diverse features
of relaxing everyone gathers around
dot the sea and land. Moss-capped
the table to pour over the riddles our
reef rocks, bunched blocky pillars
elders have left us, untangling the
punching through the waves, and
words of old worlds, stretching back
angular mash-ups of trapezoidal
Sguunaman
Matthew
Brown
standing
behind
a
petroglyph
that
marks
the
to places well remembered and times
boulders that look like they grew
way to the village Yaakw. Photo Haida Laas/Graham Richard
newly imagined.
from the dreams of a brilliant cubist
painter. Each of these features hold a
prominent name, and each name deepens our
to see the many distinctive, and sometimes
Day 2: Sáng’áay Stang – K’yuusda
enormous, da’áay house pits that dot the site.
relationship with the land, sea and sky.
to Gaaw
Each da’áay was dug in a single day, after
Among them, the cliffy island of T’uuj
Day two of our excursion begins. A chilly
which it could not be deepened. Because of
King Kaatl’aagangs Fortress Where You
morning light pushes through clouds that
this law, the depth and breadth of a house
See Who is Arriving stands away from the
hang like cold breath above the cedars. We
pit is a sign of a family’s influence. Greater
rocky coastline. From a stronghold on top,
quickly load the Highlander and push away
influence brings more helpers, deepening
defenders could see and repel invaders.
from shore. The dull drone of the motors
the da’áay. Some of the da’áay at K’yuusda
A “moat” of reef-rocks “leaping” through
begins again and the boat pulls away from
appear big enough to fit a house inside, let
heaving waves would endanger approaching
the protected harbour and into the hilly
alone around them.
canoes, and the bucking sea would probably
We skirt below the crumbling monumental waves. “All these k’aaláagaa people,” says
make it tricky to fire arrows accurately. Today,
Hlgawangdlii Skilaa.
beams that once supported these massive
the clamour of such assaults has faded but the
To the north, the cliffs of Cox Island
cedar houses. On the fringes of the pits,
craggy fortress still looms silently in the fog.
smash
the rollers apart with ease. The islands’
these beams still seem to mark a boundary,
As we head north, the waves subside as we like each house still has an ‘inside’ and an
unhurried sculptors – glaciers – vanished
round the reef in front of K’yuusda. Between
into the sea long ago, but today their tireless
‘outside’, and to step within the thresh hold
large boulders situated onshore, Captain
successor, the ocean, continues to wear
would disturb the home’s family members.
Adams navigates the shallow ‘runway’,
Their memories are still palpable, and at the
away the stone. After eons of carving, the
10
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Club’s burial, a bulbous stone with a lopsided
violent contours of this island unfold like
Once this area was even more abundant. But
head lolling on a tapering neck, like stan
wings as the crew searches for ancestral
since then invasive rats have consumed the
geoduck standing upside down on its tongue.
landmarks. Cox Island sits tall among a nest
birds’ eggs, introduced deer have weakened
Next comes Tiidaldaang small waves, perhaps the vitality of nesting habitat, and overfishing
of toothy reefs and reflects it’s English name,
‘Hazardous Cove’. Behind it, the much larger so named because here the water has calmed
has taken a lot of the herring the birds depend
K’iis Gwaay Langara Island wraps around
significantly. After this Kwaa Tl’ajuwaas
on. Still, today Hlgam Gwaayas is a relatively
the cove like a motherly arm.
slanting rock appears, leaning diagonally not
perfect haven.
As the crew passes
Beyond it,
in front of Cox
giant hemlock
Island, a tall fin of
at the village of
rock seems to peel
Kang totter in the
away, revealing it is
wind. The name
pierced through with
Kang is so old
a hole. The crew is
that it’s meaning
excited to realize they
is unknown and
have identified Kwaa
the only structure
Xiilas Pierced Rock.
that remains
Stories say a husband
standing is an
and wife, who
orderly Watchman
lived nearby, would
longhouse. Nearby
venture out to make
the longhouse,
slaves of anyone
two sgaan orca
who came to collect
house-beams lie
sea-bird eggs there.
on the ground
But their work came
side-by-side. Their
to an end one day,
faces are nearly
when as they were
wrinkled beyond
running away from
recognition.
Hlgawangdlii Skilaa Lawrence Bell, K’aayhltla Xuhl Rhonda Bell set out in search of a storied healing well at Tiiaan.
angry pursuers, they
Young hemlocks
Photo: Haida Laas/Graham Richard
were instantaneously
grow on top of
petrified. As we round
them, arching strong roots around them
entirely unlike the loose cross-hatching of a
the northern tip of Cox Island, the wife and
and into the soil below. A little farther a
carver’s hasty apprentice. From here, looking
husband come into view, standing close to
house beam has completely disappeared,
north, the hazy shadow of Kwaa K’iijuuwas
one another in pillars of stone. These stones
leaving behind an archway of empty
heavy stone appears like a dark doorway.
are called Diigun and Diigun Jaahl.
hemlock roots.
“K’iijuu is something heavy and ’huh!’”
Yesterday’s phrase comes to mind, “You
A few corner posts and house frontal
Gulkiihlgad explains, widening her arms
had to be tough to live on the west coast” as
planks
still stand upright. One, close to
and hefting them down as if she were
Highlander wobbles on the tips of lumbering
the
farthest
point on the site, shows the
setting a boulder in the sand. “You can also
waves. Yet this is perfect habitat for a host
monumental
size of the houses that once
call a person that.” Suddenly a jet of kun’s
of plump sea birds. From the cliff-sides,
stood here.
Humpback whale hot breath rockets through
kwaanaa Tufted puffins zip and dash about
Needan is the source of the blue
a flock of hllgwaats’i Rhinoceros auklets. The
nipping at darting fish. These soft bundles
pigment
that is used in Haida painting. This
shrouds of rain begin to evaporate, and with
plunge nimbly through crushing breakers.
transforming
pigment is so particular that
just a smudge of sunlight, the waves’ orange
Once full, they retire to cold cliff-edges,
tireless colour-matching has yielded no
crests topple over their dark blue bellies.
where they are quite comfortable exposed
imitators. To make it, river-rocks are crushed
Highlander
skirts
around
fields
of
kelp
as
we
to the wind and rain, perched high above the
to powder and mixed with fish eggs. The
zip
towards
Needan
Naden
Harbour.
boulder-strewn shore.
resulting colour changes with the angle by
Before the entrance to Needan, Hlgam
From Cox Island, we then follow the south
which you look at it and the type of light,
Gwaayas is a cozy spot for xuud seal,
and east coasts of K’iis Gwaay. Here the
transforming from green to blue. This paint
shore proliferates with landmarks. Outlandish k’yaaluu cormorant, and sgin seagull, which
was a notable export to the mainland where it
all rest there together. Among the xuud, a
stones jut forth inconceivably into the sky,
was used to paint boxes and gin gy’aa.angs.
hang delicately on slender buttresses, and lean vigilant mother watches us pensively, shifting
As Captain Adams points Highlander’s
from flipper to flipper. The many nests that
lazily to one side like windblown pines.
bow
back towards Gaaw, the crew relaxes a
sea-birds scatter throughout the area have
Passing east, below K’iis Gwaay along its
south shore, we find Tsiihlans Gunaay Devil’s made this an important food-gathering spot.
Language trip continued on page 12...
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little, and again falls to swapping jokes and
telling stories. Since yesterday, the crew has
had many chances to show initiative and
skill while navigating dangerous waters,
clambering through forests, and investigating
the many Haida-language clues left to them
by elders.
“All these k’aaláagaa people,” repeats
Hlgawangdlii Skilaa.
I hesitate for a moment, then ask: “What
does k’aaláagaa mean? You’ve been calling
us that for two days”.
“It’s like the opposite of lazy, worthless,
good-for-nothing,” he replies. “… a
k’aaláagaa person always brings a knife
with them, so they can be useful. K’aaláagaa
women used to carry a taakadaaw hand-made
fish-knife with them.”
“K’aaláagaa, k’aaláagaa … ” I begin
repeating the word to memorize it. Every
new word replenishes our understanding
of Haida Gwaii – every word memorized
teaches us what is important now and what
was important to our ancestors. So much is
wrapped up, not only in the forest and sea, but
in the language too. With the Haida language,
we can see not only Haida Gwaii in its
fullness, but also ourselves.

Day 3: Saang’aay Hlgungahl – Gaaw
to Juskatla
Long ago, Gaaw Kaahlii Massett Inlet was
formed by a slender river pouring forth from
a glacial lake. Since then the river has been
flooded with rising sea levels and today a
long inlet has formed with a large bay at its
end. When the sun and moon pull on this
heavy body of water it rushes forth from
the large bay into the slender channel. I
imagine it like the force of a spindle-whorl
concentrating all it’s energy into such a small
channel creating fast, strong, currents.
The shores of Gaaw Kaahlii are littered
with landmarks. Many are the remnants of

Taaw’s Tow Hill journey along Juus Káahlii
Juskatla Inlet from the mountains at the heart
of Haida Gwaii. In the story, Taaw walks
away from his family to settle on the coast at
Hl’yaalang Gandlee Hiellen River.
The mouth of Gaaw Kaahlii is marked by
Taaw’s story. There, on the shore in front of
Gaaw Llnagaay Old Massett, Hlgat’at’áas
stone broken by foot lies in pieces. When
Taaw passed in front of the village, Yaahl
Raven came out of the house and jumped and
shouted on top of the rock, crushing it.
Before that, Taaw had been trapped in the
mud of Del Kaahlii Delkatla Slough, where
today, geese and herons share the rich waters
of the sanctuary with the boats moored at the
Massett docks.
As our boat, Highlander, casts off from the
dock, I imagine how Del Kaahlii would have
looked in the shadow of a supernatural being
formed in a volcano’s throat. I imagine an
entire mountain wading down Gaaw Kaahlii,
sliding through the forest with a watery trail,
looming like a gigantic sea snail.
Pushing against Gaaw Kaahlii’s ebbing
tide, our attention turns towards the sea floor
which is dotted with xaguu k’ujuus halibut
houses. These holes are ideal for xaguu, who
wait inside and pounce on prey that encroach
along the thresholds of their homes. On Haida
Gwaii, xaguu k’ujuus are precious foodgathering spots.
As the tide grows stronger, we approach
a low, flat area strewn with boulders and
coloured a deep algae green. This flat
intertidal meadow is hemmed in by a
convenient ledge of miniature mud-cliffs. It’s
a bonus for Jaalen as Captain Adams brings
us close enough for him to bound ashore. But
it takes us two attempts, as the tidal current
pushes Highlander sideways and into muddy,
rock-strewn shallows. These dangerous
currents the Highlander is grappling with
come from the massive quantities of
water situated at the top of Gaaw Kaahlii
near the Yaagun Gandlee Yakoun River.
As these waters yield to the moon’s pull,
currents converge, surging through Gaaw
Kaahlii’s long and relatively narrow neck
with an enormous force. As the Highlander
approaches the meadow, our efforts to make
headway, remind me of an eagle attempting to
alight in a bitter crosswind.
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Safe ashore, Jaalen passes through a
field of furrowed stones to inspect Kwaa
Gadaas, a distinct, bright, and large boulder.
Kwaa Gadaas is a ‘morain deposit’, part of a
mountainside heaved and once carried away
by glaciers. As the glaciers melted, Kwaa
Gadaas was gently lowered to the shore
where currents polished its glossy faces.
As Highlander continues south, we pass
the place where T’aahl Kaahlii Kamdis
Slough rejoins Gaaw Kaahlii from behind
Kamdis Island. Taaw blazed this pathway
as he moved from the large bay into the side
channel. From Highlander, the small inlets,
creeks, and islands are indistinguishable to the
inexperienced. Until one consults a map, all
of these features blend with the forests.
As we leave Gaaw Kaahlii’s narrow
channel and enter the vast bay our guides
are Moses Ingram and Adolfous (Fussy)
Marks. We are listening to their voices
recorded many years ago. They recite the
places in order from memory as we pass by.
Hlgawangdlii Skilaa smiles affectionately at
the familiarity of their voices and laughter. “I
can see them talking,” he says with a grin.
We continue along Gaaw Kaahlii’s
northwest shore, and eventually come to
Aayan Gandlee Ain River. Here the crew
disembarks for lunch. This place is home
to a large population of salmon, which has
provided thousands of years of food for
Haida people. For now, only the fat geese
have returned. They watch us skittishly as
they nibble on carpets of sea asparagus.
A few cabins stand here, as empty as the
river, in wait of the next salmon run when
they will spring to life again. High above
us thrushes call, their songs carry from tree
to tree inflated by the hot August air and
punctured by the lethargic creak of a lazy fir
leaning on its neighbour.
Farther down the shore, we come to Sgaan
Gándlee Killer whale Creek. Here, springs of
fresh water gush forth from a curved cliff and
fall straight into the sea. Sgaan gather below
to sweeten their tongues in the waterfall and
fishing boats come right under the cliff to
refill their water supplies. For now the cliff’s
parched flanks are chalked with an orange
stain that marks the waterfall’s path. Sgaan
Gándlee has dried up in this hot weather.
We can see Galgam Tladaaw McKay
Range from here, where some Haida seek
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solitude and go in search of visions. In stories,
Skil Jaadee comes to bestow fortune and
wealth on those who persevere in their quest
and somewhere, high above us, K’aalangt’als,
a rock wall covered in petroglyphs is
concealed in the forest, awaiting its next
student. I consider the drought-parched cliffs
at Sgaan Gándlee, and how the thrushes’ song
echoed through the leaf-bare understory at
Aayan Gandlee, and think about what kind of
wisdom K’aalangt’als might offer.
The farthest corner of Gaaw Kaahlii
is distinguished by the ‘claw marks’ of
Stl’aadaa Gaaywaa With-FingernailCaused-Sloped Bank. It is easy to imagine
the white ‘fingernails’ of glaciers scraping
away the mountain range as they were
dragged into the sea. Highlander turns
around to face east and begins tracing
Gaaw Kaahlii’s southern shores.
When we come to Juu K’iijee Juskatla
Narrows upwelling currents swallow
each other, clambering onto one another’s
shoulders. Thousands of tonnes of seawater
are forced through Juu K’iijee by the minute.
Whirlpools make obscene reflections of the
sky and back-eddies obscure the wealth of
sea-life that supported the many villages in
the area. Three of these villages were located
on the small island of Juus Gwaay alone and
included K’iinya ’Lngee and Tsiij ’Llgee.
From Juu K’iijee, we can see where
Taaw walked down from the mountains.
There his mother and brother still stand at
Taaw Linuwée Half of Taaw. As we reach
the starting point of Taaw’s journey, so we
reach the end of our own. Captain Adams
steers Highlander back through Juu K’iijee
and heads for Gaaw. Hlgawangdlii Skilaa,
K’aayhltla Xuhl, and Gulkiihlgad settle down
in the forecastle, and quickly fall to joking
and chattering. Jaalen and I sit amidships,
enjoying the warm wind.
The three-day journey has shown how
Xaad Kil and Haida Gwaii are intertwined.
The sea and land revealed subtleties about
the place-names. Similarly, the place-names
revealed secrets about the sea and land. Thus,
both render more complete versions of the
other, and both are teachers. As I ponder the
many lessons of the three-day trip, I begin
again to wonder about the wisdom that a cliff
might impart.

Scads o’ sponge
The glass sponge reefs in Hecate Strait extend for hundreds of kilometres, and in some areas are 60 feet high.

by Molly Clarkson

In 1987 an incredible underwater discovery
took place in Hecate Strait: glass sponge
reefs, thought to be extinct for over 100
million years, were found to be alive and well
along the northern Pacific continental shelf.
The reefs date back more than 9,000
years – just after the end of the last ice age
– and cover an area of approximately 2410
km2. Since the discovery in 1987, more reefs
have been discovered in the Strait of Georgia
and off the west coast of Washington state.
However, the Hecate Strait/Queen Charlotte
Sound reefs are by far the largest.
The skeletons of these sponge consist
of needle-like silica (a mineral used in
making glass) fused together to form delicate
structures that are covered in a gel-like
substance called cytoplasm. The sponges
filter huge volumes of nutrient-rich ocean
water through this ’skin’ and porous skeletal
structure, in the process cleaning the water
and sequestering carbon in their bodies. The
reefs also create habitat for juvenile and
pregnant rockfish, and crustaceans such as
crabs, prawns and shrimp.
Not surprisingly, the reefs are extremely
fragile. Bottom trawling and other commercial
fishing activities have already destroyed or
13

damaged a portion of the Hecate Strait
reefs, and voluntary avoidance agreements
have not put a stop to this practice.
To protect these sites from further damage,
in June 2010 Canada declared the four reefs
in Hecate Strait and nearby Queen Charlotte
Sound an “Area of Interest” for increased
protection. Five years later, the Department
of Fisheries and Oceans moved to declare
them as Canada’s ninth marine protected area
(MPA). Proposed regulations for the MPA
consist of a core protection zone where no
human activity whatsoever will be permitted,
along with a buffer area where activities that
pose fewer risks to the reef (e.g. hook-andline fishing operations and surface traffic) will
be permitted.
Protection of these reefs is part of a process
along the Pacific North Coast to establish an
ecologically representative network of marine
protected areas (MPAs). The Haida nation is
in the process of engaging in this process, and,
in partnership with the provincial government
will identify protected areas designated under
the Haida Gwaii Marine Plan to be brought
forward as MPA candidates.
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All juiced up

An active volcanic cone is venting large
amounts of gas one kilometre beneath the
swelling ocean of Duu Guusd the west coast
of Haida Gwaii.
On September 28 scientists announced
their discovery of the calcium carbonate
encrusted mound, located 123 kilometres
northeast of SGaan Kinghlas. They came
across it during an expedition to explore
the Queen Charlotte-Fairweather fault
system that runs from Vancouver Island to
Southeast Alaska.
The cone stands in a volcanic field with
gas plumes bursting 700 metres high from
multiple vents. The absence of fresh lava
suggests it’s a mud-volcano.
“We think its methane,” speculated teammember and marine geologist. Dr H Gary
Greene. “The reason for that is because of the
chemosynthetic communities living around
it. Clams and worms live off of bacteria
that convert sulphides into energy. This is
associated with methane seep.” The jets of
methane would also explain the calciumcarbonate deposits that carpet the area. The
seeping gas could be from buried and
deteriorating organic matter or from a
mantel source.

Scientists describe the surrounding
marine-life as exotic and unusual. Because
the community lives in complete darkness,
it depends on ‘chemosynthesis’, meaning
it derives energy from chemical sources,
whereas terrestrial communities are based
on ‘photosynthesis’, meaning they make
energy from sunlight. The community
includes thin-shelled mussels, 18-inchlong tubeworms, and clusters of iron-rich
clams called Calyptogena elongota. Other
clams that have been collected are harder to
identify, and the teams will need to consult
experts to confirm they haven’t come
across undiscovered species.
The volcanic field is full of deep sea
geological features, including tall calciumcarbonate chimneys and vast landslides
reaching along the muddy bottom. Seismic
readings suggest there may also be many
other volcanic cones in the area. In fact, it
now appears that the entire fault-system
is scattered with volcanic centres. The
expedition found that the region separating
the North American Plate from the Pacific
Plate is actively leaking gas and fluids.
“The whole fault-zone is juiced up,” Dr
Greene explained. “Perhaps it’s from a heat
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The cone’s profile was obtained with an 18 kHz
depth sounder aboard CCGS John P Tully.
The blue stem shows the 700-metre-long
volcanic plume.
force deep in the earth, we don’t know. This
is all kind of new. There is a lot of speculation
going on right now because there is so much
fluid flow along this fault.”
The international team that made the
discovery originally set forth aboard CCGS
John P Tully to determine the slip-rate of
the Pacific Plate. That calculation will help
seismologists predict the size, likelihood and
hazards of seismic activity.
When they found the volcano, a robotic
submersible took photos and samples of the
area. After analysis of this material marine
geologists will be able to gauge the volcano’s
activity and understand its origin. Scientists
plan to return to the region to create highresolution images of the area and to take
further samples.
The volcano is located at 54°08’34.8”N
134°28’30.7”W, 123 km north-east of SGaan
Kinghlas Bowie Seamount and 91 km west of
K’iis Gwaay Langara Island.
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A robe released
Kujuuhl Evelyn Vanderhoop dancing her most recent Naaxiin robe a the Haida Gwaii Museum on August 21st.

A unique chiefly robe and a private ceremony
made public, gave visitors and Islanders a
glimpse into the intimate world of weavers.
Artist Kujuuhl Evelyn Vanderhoop
presented her most recent Naaxiin robe
Friday, August 21 to an appreciative
gathering at the Haida Gwaii Museum.
With the robe hanging from the loom in
the late evening with light filtering through
the high windows guests were welcomed
by hereditary leader Gaahlaay. Following
the welcome museum curator Jisgang Nika
Collison introduced the artist.
The renowned weaver spoke to the
significance of the occasion and her reason
for making, what is most often a very private
event, public. The intricacies of producing
such a garment are complex and the artist
spoke eloquently about her choice for the
the design and the process she and the other
weavers went through to complete robe.
The room hushed as Kujuuhl and daughter
k’iinuwaas Carrie Anne Vanderhoop gently
cut the robe from the loom releasing it into
their arms. The robe was then danced by
the artists “twirling the fringe” in a light
and joyous moment – the dancers were

accompanied by singers Kuunaajid Jenny
Cross and Jisgang.
Following are Kujuuhl speaking notes for
the releasing of the robe.
•••

My name is Kujuuhl I am Gawaa Git’ans
Gitanee of Massett. My mother is Delores
Adams Churchill and my Naanii is Selina
Harris Adams Peratrovich.
The ceremony of cutting the robe from the
loom bar is a time of joy and also a time of
sorrow as I have been weaving and living with
this robe for more than two and a half years.
Past ceremonies of releasing the robe from
the loom have been done with a small group
of close family members. The drum is always
present, keeping our hearts strong during the
emotional time of cutting the cord. Once the
robe is off the bar it is immediately wrapped
around the weaver and it is danced around the
room in a free-style twirl making the fringe
fly out.
Tonight I have invited you to be part of this
ceremony because the final unveiling of the
completed robe will happen far away from
Haida Gwaii. Last year when the collectors,
who reside in Kansas, came to visit they were
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talking to Gladys Vandal about the reception
they were planning and Gladys spoke of the
necessity of doing something here before it
left to go so far away. I agreed with her and
this is why I have welcomed all of you here
tonight to witness the release of the robe.
The robe is not yet complete, it will need
to have fur added along the neckline and side
fringes of spun wool. The formal unveiling of
the completed robe will be at the University
of Kansas campus this coming month.
I have to thank publicly all the people that
were part of the robe: my daughter Tiffany
Amber Vanderhoop, handspun 500 yards of
wool and cedar warp as did Alena Montford;
Evelyn Voorhees Brown spun the fine warp
for the side braids and Tiffany will spin the
fringe that will be attached to the side braids.
I would also like to thank my daughter
Carrie Anne Vanderhoop for her part in
weaving this robe. For these past years she
wove between her career and her job of being
an excellent mother, to the excellent Rosalie.
I would like to speak about this robe and
its design. It has been patterned after a robe
now in the Royal British Columbia Museum
in Victoria. The original was collected from
Haida Gwaii in 1891 by Scottish ethnologist
and collector James Deans.
The design of this robe has always
intrigued me and it is an honor to receive the
commission from Valentine and Beth Stella. I
would like to publicly thank them for that.
The main figure on this robe is the
Monarch of the Sea – controller of waves and
weather. In the old stories the ocean creatures
that are depicted to both sides of him are
servants, the stories say they are there to help
him keep his large eye lids open.
He is depicted most often on the cedar
chests of chiefs and it is very unique for him
to be shown on a Naaxiin robe. In this design
he is reaching for the dorsal fins of a diving
whale. The two hues of blue-green and the
unique dove tail joins executed by the original
weaver are also a variation from the norm on
these types of robes, as are the inclusion of
the other four beings.
These are all details that support my belief
that this robe was woven by a Haida woman
and designed by a Haida man.
You can see the weaving of this robe
in photos and other work by Kujuuhl at:
<evelynvanderhoopart.blogspot.ca>.
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October 20 to 23

HAIDA

House of Assembly
• • •
HlGaagilda Skidegate Community Hall
9:00 am to 4:30 pm
Lunch will be provided.
Please bring your own plates, bowls and utensils.
For more information please contact 250.559.4468
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